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BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

Briefly
Inside
Cultural diversity
class begins:

This is tne first year a cultural diversity course is being required tor all incoming freshmen. See story
page three.

The Link expands services:

The Link's new location
on Thurstin is allowing for
expansion in programming.
See story page four.

Falcons open season
with victory:

BG Football beats EMU
17-6 in its first home game.
See story page seven.

Campus
Meeting announced:
The political science
honor society, Pi Sigma Alpha, will meet Wednesday
at 7:30 p.m. in 114 Education Building to elect officers. All interested political
science majors and minors
may attend.
Auditions scheduled:
BGSU Theatre will have
open auditions for its productions of "be Donde?"
and "Veronica's Room" at 7
p.m. tomorrow in 400 and
405 University Hall. Spanish
speaking persons are especially encouraged to audition for "De Donde?"

Have an affair:

Student volunteers are
needed for the HPER Saturday Morning Love Affair,
a program which provides
recreation for disabled children. Those interested in
participating must attend a
meeting at 9 p.m. Thursday
or 8 p.m. Sunday in 206 EpplerNorth.

State
Holiday fatalities:

At least 13 people have
died on Ohio roads and
highways over the Labor
Day weekend, the State
Highway Patrol reported
Monday.
The patrol counts traffic
fatalities from 6p.m. Friday to midnight Monday.

Conference sponsored:

"AIDS and Hispanic
Youth," a one-day conference sponsored by Ohio
Farmworker Opportunities
in cooperation with VTVA
Toledo Development Corporation, will be Sept. 17 at
the Holiday Inn French
Quarter in Perrysburg, O.
The conference fee is $10
and includes a continental
breakfast and buffet lunch.
Pre-registration is required. For information call
354-3552.

Lottery picks:

Here are the Ohio Lottery
drawing selections made
Monday night:
Pick 3 Numbers: 1-9-8
Pick 4 Numbers: 3-4-9-2
Cards: 7(seven)of
Hearts
A (ace) of Clubs
4 (four) of Diamonds
9 (nine) of Spades
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$12 million.

Weather
Showers likely:

Tuesday will be partly
cloudy with a chance of
afternoon showers or thunderstorms. The high is expected to be near 85. Southwest winds will be 10 to 20
mph. Chance of rain is 50
percent. Tuesday night,
showers are likely and there
is a possibility of thunderstorms. The low will be in
the mid 60s. Chance of rain
is 70 percent.
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USG left with $1,400 deficit
by Kirk Pavelich
staff writer
Undergraduate Student
Government discovered a $1,400
deficit during the summer, apparently due to overspending on
the part of last year's administration.
According to USG President
Michael Sears, the new administration was greeted this summer
by a stack of unpaid bills, numerous receipts and a lack of any
type of organization.
"It was just a mess," he said.
"There was no ledger kept by the
treasurer and receipts were miss-

ing. It made it hard to tell what
anything was spent on."
Last year's USG administration was headed by president Kevin Coughlin, but Sears said he
did not know what role Coughlin
played in the situation.
"In January, everyone started
campaigning [for the spring elections] and the treasurer could
have got caught up working on
the campaign.' he said.
When Coughlin was questioned
about the deficit, he denied even
knowing it existed.
"I don't know anything about
it," he said. "As far as I know, we
came out on top."
A regular selling point for

"It was just a mess. There was
no ledger kept by the treasurer
and receipts were missing. It
made it hard to tell what
anything was spent on."
—Mike Sears, USG president
Coughlin in his last two reelection campaigns was how he
brought fiscal responsibility to a
USG which was in debt when he
took office.
Numerous calls to former USG

treasurer Doug Heck were
unanswered, and Kevin McCallum, former chairperson of the
USG Finance Committee also
was unable to be reached.
According to former USG vice

president Linda Schnetzer, a
major expense during the year
was the Faculty and Course Evaluation booklet. The book cost
USG $7,000 - $4,000 more than
USG had planned, Schnetzer said.
Schnetzer said she believed the
Eroblem was not something that
tsted throughout the year but
one that arose at the end.
"People just spent too much at
the end, not all throughout the
year," she said. "There was nothing major to my knowledge, just
small expenses that Kevin could
answer for."
:.; See DEFICIT, page 4.

UT's new program
causes objections
by J.J. Thompson
staff writer
The University of Toledo will offer a masters degree in music performance beginning this fall, despite objections from Bowling Green.
Until now, Bowling Green and the University of Michigan were the
only schools within the area to offer a masters degree in music performance. When Toledo applied for the program through the Ohio
Board of Regents, Bowling Green objected, stating Toledo's proposed
program was too similar and too close to the one offered here.
' 'There were some concerns [ from the University ] about having two
masters in music degree programs within the same region," said
Carol Anderson, Board of Regents graduate and special programs
administrator.
State universities must have approval from the Board of Regents
before offering a new course. During the approval process, the Board
of Regents allows peer state universities to comment on the proposed
offerings. The University objected during that time.
Robert Thayer, College of Musical Arts dean, said the department
was invited to voice its opinions in letter form, and discussed its concerns at that time.
"We pointed out the proximity of the two programs and we thought
the need for the program should be considered, he said.
Anderson said most universities do not want similar programs at
nearby institutions, and Bowling Green's reaction is not uncommon.
"Realistically, from the state and university point of view, you don't
need similar programs butting up against one another," she said.
The University of Michigan did not voice any concerns to the Board
of Regents because it is not an Ohio state university.
Anderson said the Board of Regents granted the masters degree
n See MASTERS, page 4.

Door-to-door vote
registration nixed
by J.C. Kohlstrand
managing editor
After a meeting with representatives from Undergraduate
Student Government, vicepresident of student affairs Mary
Edmonds has ruled that a student
door-to-door registration campaign will not be allowed in the
residence halls.
USG leaders say they are upset
with the decision, but have not
decided what this means to the
recently-formed campuscoalititon voting campaign.
In explaining her decision,
Edmonds said any door-to-door
activity outside of the three-week
canvassing period is restricted.
"Personally, I feel we're being

generous with the three weeks,"
she said. Many other schools do
not allow door-to-door activity at
all, she said.
But USG cabinet member Scott
Ziance, who is also running on the
Republican ticket for the Ward 1
city council seat, said Edmonds
could have allowed the policy if
she had chosen.
Ziance pointed out that the student code defines solicitation as
"any activity designed to advertise, promote or sell any product
or commercial service or encourage support for membership
in any group, association or organization.
"That's ridiculous. We're not
selling a product," he said.
D See REGISTER, page 9.

BGNewi/JayMnrtlock

Pull Pin and Throw

Sophomore physical therapy major John Poulnott lobs a grenade at the target while freshman Becky
Snell looks on at the grenade throw, which was one station of a ROTC demonstration in front of Memorial Hall Friday afternoon. Other stations ranged from vehicle and weapon displays to repelling
down the front of Memorial Hall.

Falcon folks unite
for football sons

by Matthew C. Fry
staff writer

Bowling Green alumnae Pat
Long and Mitzi Boyer would like
to think that they and roughly 80
others comprising the BG Football Parent's Club had some
bearing on Saturday's Falcon
victory over Eastern Michigan.
Long, a 1965 grad of BG and Mitzi Boyer, a 1968 graduate, head
up the BG Football Parents' Club,
a support group for the team
comprised of about 80 parents.
They began this season with a
tailgate party Saturday afternoon, at which more than 80 people attended.
The idea for the parents' club
was conceived at head coach
Gary Blackney's spring parents'
breakfast. Long said.
"Mitzi and I met at the breakBC, Nrw./IUb Wetxler
through our sons. Brad and
Parents of Falcon football players socialize in parking Lot L prior to Saturday's game against Eastern fast
Lee, and we started talking about
Michigan. More than 80 parents have joined the newly formed club.

what we could do to get to know
the other parents and also support the team," Long said. "We
then mentioned the idea of a parents' club to Coach [Gary]
Blackney and he was tickled
pink."
Blackney said parents' clubs
have been helping parents meet
other parents for several years.
"In my playing days, my parents met other parents and
formed lasting relationships," he
said. "I think the parents' club is
great and I commend them on
their efforts."
Long, who has attended every
home game for the past two
Sirs, said she remembers seeparents sitting in the same
general area, yet never formally
meeting one another.
"Larry Landman. a football
parent, called and told me he had
been going to BG football games
D8M PARENTS, »*ck
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Student voting rights
blocked by University
If anything has remained consistent in the University's 81-year
history, it is the fact that avenues for
meaningful, organized change of the
political surroundings have been almost non-existent for University students.
• In 1949, Bowling Green's first "student riot" occurred. Details from accessible sources are sketchy, but the
protest is thought to be linked to rules
restricting student use of automobiles
and alcohol. At the time, many University students were World War II veterans and demanded more freedoms
than previous, less-worldly Bowling
Green students had.
• After two fraternities were disciplined for serving alcohol off campus, a
torchlight demonstration began around
1 a.m. on May 24, 1957. About 300 students marched around campus and congregated in front of President Ralph
McDonald's East Wooster Street home.
The street, which also served as U.S.
6, became blocked and it took University police, city police, city firemen,
sheriff's deputies and state highway
patrolmen to clear a traffic jam which
extended for a half mile.
• In March, 1961, a water fight along
fraterity row turned into another
protest of alcohol policies, women curfews, parking, class absentee policies
and administration censorship of The
BG News. After the "riot," for which
President McDonald declared a state
of emergency after U.S. 6 was blocked
again, student strikers gathered in
front of the Union for several days of
protest, lighting bonfires to keep
warm.
Nine students were later dismissed
from the University, but increased
pressure from students and faculty
eventually led McDonald to resign
later that summer.
• In March, 1970, about 250 men and
women held a sit-in in Rodgers Quadrangle, demanding looser residence
hall policies, including the right to have
guests with the doors closed and lights
off. When an RA connected with the incident was dismissed, 800 students attended a meeting of the Board of
Trustees. Student body president Nick
Licate took control of the microphone
during a question-and-answer session,
and President William Jerome and the
trustees walked out.
• Two months later, after U.S. bombing of Cambodia and student deaths at
Kent State and Jackson State, years of
anti-war protests in Bowling Green
culminated in an 8,000 person march
westbound on Wooster Street, through
downtown, and back to campus along
Court Street. Observers said students
were still lining up to leave campus as
the first marchers returned from
downtown.
• Last fall, more than 100 students
packed a city council meeting after
police raided apartments on East
Merry Avenue to break up a large multiple-apartment keg party there. Later,
200 to 300 students would march to the
police station, demanding a citizens
review board of the city police, who
were later found to have violated the
constitutional rights of several students.
This is an abridged history of the antagonistic forms of political activity
students have been forced to use when
trying to assert their own interests in
this community.
In light of this somber history, 1991 is
truly a historic year for the Bowling
Green community. For the first time,
students are finding ways to work
within the system in order to make

Quote

meaningful change within their community.
An unprecedented four students are
running for municipal office this year:
Republican Scott Ziance and independent Amy Hamm for the Ward 1 city
council seat, independent mayorial
candidate Jim Tinker, and independent
write-in city council candidate Greg
Richey.
But even as students try to work
within the system, the University is attempting to block their efforts.
Last week, the administrator cheerfully called vicepresident of student affairs — Mary Edmonds — flatly said
students will not be allowed to go doorto-door to register students to vote, citinga policy against solicitation.
This announcement backs a policy
which allows political canvassing only
within three weeks of an election — a
rule which puts candidates counting on
student support at a huge disadvantage
to their opponents, who may campaign
off campus for as long as they like.
There is little question that the University's door-to-door policies are a
violation of freedom of speech and
freedom of assembly principles. Because the University is a state institution, the policy is an obvious case of the
state limiting the political rights of its
citizens.
But more than that, it is a hypocritical stance by a university which in
the classroom glorifies the American
freedoms to organize politically and
question authority, but limits these
freedoms in the next breath.
Edmonds justifies her decision by
saying the University is an educational
institution, not a political one, and says
allowing door-to-door registration
efforts would have political ramifications.
This is a complete distortion of reality. By not allowing door-tinioor political tactics which are legal off campus,
Edmonds puts student constituents at a
disadvantage to other city residents in
having their interests articulated in
city government.
In fact, the only non-political decision
would be to drop bans on door-to-door
political organizing.
Student leaders should call the administration's bluff. We believe that
these unjust restrictions on political activity will fall if pushed.
Tinker, Hamm, Ziance or Richey.and any other candidate who believes they are affected by the policy,
would do well to file a lawsuit against
the University for damaging their
campaigns. Undergraduate Student
Government could also justify a similar suit on behalf of all University students.
And while we wait for a decision on
the case, we believe student leaders
and organizers should openly defy the
policy — a politically and morally unjust decision by administrators who
should know better.
We would take almost a perverse
pleasure in watching the University try
to justify to the world arrests for doorto-door political organizing — the only
legitimate means of political activity
offered in this community, and an
American right.
Because, despite a lot of sputtering
about security and maintaining a nonpoliticized environment, University
administrators haven't justified why
the political rights of on-campus students should be treated differently than
those of the rest of the city.

We cannot safely leave politics to politicians, or
political economy to college professors.
HENRY GEORGE (1839-1897) Social Problems

Unquote

Hate heard 'round the world
Racism on the rise across Europe and the United States
On a streetcorner in Paris
several weeks ago, I witnessed a
massive demonstration against
racism. Thousands of Arab, African and Asian working people
were in the streets, denouncing a
recent, blatantly racist statement
by the city's mayor, Jacques
Chirac. But the white Europeans
who I observed watching this antiracist rally appeared either indefferent or hostile. All across
Europe, from England to the Soviet Union, there is a growing tide
of racial and ethnic hatred.
Inside the Soviet Union, minorities in the Baltic states, Georgia,
the Ukraine and other republics
agitated for independence. In
western Europe, political parties
blamed the current economic
recession on recent emigrants
from nonwhite countries.

tion of African-American cultural
centers. Black workers were accused of racism for supporting
special efforts to train people of
color in supervisory and administrative positions.
In this context, "racism" had
begun to be defined as any behavior by individuals or groups
which empowered latinos, African-Americans or other people of
color, or an agenda which took
away long-held priveleges of
white elites.
Of course, the idea of "reverse
discrimination" could only exist
if African Americans, Native
Americans, latinos and other
people of color actually controlled institutional resources
which could affect whites' life
chances and opportunities. If
they owned the banks and financial institutions, the systems of
transportation, communication,
housing and health services, even
commensurate with their percentages of the population, then
one might theoretically perceive
a pattern of institutional prejudice aimed at whites. But of
course, this is absurd.

In France, the neo-fascist sentiments of the National Front
were absorbed into the major
capitalist parties. In England, the
Thatcher government warned
that it would not permit that
island nation to be "swamped by
people with a different culture.
The western capitalist nations
moved swiftly to implement policies checking the emigration of
Arabs, Asians, Africans and
other non-Europeans.
ALONG THE COLOR LINE
Inside the United States, the
renaissance of racism assumed DR. MANNING MARABLE
several distinctly new forms. In
the wake of the Civil Rights
Movement, it was no longer posWhite, upper-middle class
sible or viable for white elected
officals, administrators and cor- males still retain a thossand
porate executives to attack "nig- different advantages ovef virgers" openly. Instead, a neo- tually any person of color, from
racist strategy was devised private schools and special tutorwhich attributed the source of all ials to prepare for standardized
racial tension to the actions of tests for admission to colleges
people of color. David Duke, and professional programs, to
former Nazi and Klan leader, membership in private clubs and
received the majority of whites' access to capital from financial
votes in his Senatorial race In institutions. Even at their best,
Louisiana by arguing that "af- affirmative auction plans and
firmative action programs dis- programs barely dented this encriminated unfairly against inno- trenched pattern of power, privilege and elitism which the upper
cent whites.
Black college students were at- class terms "meritocracy."
Ronald Reagan was unquestacked as "racists" for advocating the adoption of black studies tionably the fountainhead of
academic programs, or the crea- much of the new racism. His ad-
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ministration was openly contemptuous of African-American
rights; he nominated virtually no
people of color to the federal
courts, and openly supported the
apartheid regime abroad through
his policy of "constructive engagement." George Bush pursued the presidency in 1988 by
employing Reagan's racial strategy. His campaign cited the infamous example of black convict
Willie Horton as an example of
the Democrats' "softness on
crime." Without open appelas to
white supremacy, he nevertheless benefited from a racist backlash against the gains achieved
by racial minorities since the
1960s.
As president, Bush continued to
pursue this racist agenda while
openly employing a public style
and discourse of racial harmony.
He openly courted black, middleclass leaders, inviting them into
the White House, and spoke at
historically black colleges. He
publically endorsed the passage
of a civil rights bill, so long as it
repudiated affirmative action
and other effective measures to
reduce discrimination.
The "Jim Crow" segregation in
the U.S. of the 1950s, and the
system of racial oppression
termed "apartheid" in South
Africa, will no longer characterize the type of oppression which
black people must confront in the
21st century. Abroad and at
home, the new forms of racial
and ethnic domination are far
more sophisticated than in previous generations. The struggle
for racial justice and democracy
will require greater determination for the future.

Correction
In the Aug. 30 edition of The BG
News, during the story "Unity
within race, between all, focus of
rally speakers," speaker L. Aahcraft-Eason, assistant history
professor, was wrongly identified
as Kim Ferguson, and Antonio
Buron, associate Spanish professor, was wrongly identified as
Antonio Marone. ^^^^^^
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EIG to educate students University leaping ahead
Everyone can work to improve the environment
with cultural awareness
by Greg Watson
staff writer

"EIG is open to all students. They should feel
welcome [to participate] and stick around.
Students interested in the environment and interested in The environment affects us all, so the group
finding wavs to improve it may is for anyone."
be inclined to join the Environmental Interest Group.
"[EIG] offers education for
the students," said Lynn Gregor, EIG president and junior
environmental science major.
"It lets them teach themselves
[about the environment]."
Among goals of the group are
raising awareness about environmental issues through
communication and having
members work together to
achieve goals, said Alisa Nazelli, EIG vice president and
senior secondary education
major.
Nazelli said it is important to
have a campus environmental
action and education group because "a university setting is a
[ilace where people come to
earn."
While EIG is a campus environmental organization, Gregor said group members do not
have to major in environmental
studies at the University to join.
"EIG is open to all students,"
Gregor said. "They should feel
welcome [to participate] and
stick around. The environment
affects us all, so the group is for
anyone."
This year EIG will be more
active on campus and more involved with campus activities.

—Lynn Gregor, EIG president

Gregor said.
"We want to let people know
we are around," Gregor said.
One on-campus activity EIG
will participate in is the University recycling effort, she
added.
Gregor said she also plans to
have more group-sponsored
speakers and programs.
Programs planned by EIG
this year include hiking nips in
the area, a camping trip
planned later in the semester
and a speech by wetland consultant Erik Flickinger, Gregor
said.
EIG has received a positive
response from past events such
as Earth Day, and speakers
such as Lou Gold, John Waterman and Steve Steele, Nazelli
said.
Nazelli said EIG is getting
more recognition — as can be
seen from an award the group
recently received from Mayor
Edwin Miller, who also appeared and participated in the
Earth Day tree planting ceremonies and the Run for the

Earth.
"We have helped improve our
own environment in the community, plus I feel we have
reached a lot of our goals,"
Nazelli said.
One goal EIG recently
reached was the reduction of
the use of styrofoam by Food
Operations, Nazelli said.
Previously, Food Operations
used styrofoam plates for the
salad bar, but now use glass
plates, she said.
Along with campus environmental concerns, Gregor said
she wants people to become
more aware of national and international environmental
problems.
People should not have an "I
can't do anything about the environment" attitude because
each change can make a difference, Gregor said.
EIG has meetings each Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in 204 Moseley
Hall, where group activities
and environmental topics are
discussed, Gregor said.

1-800-332-AIDS

by Morrella Raleigh
staff writer

The University has become the
first school in Ohio to add cultural
diversity to the general education
core requirements and beginning
with this year's freshmen, all undergraduates —
are required to
take the course.
Faculty Senate approved
the 'Cultural
Diversity in the
United States"
requirement
last October. It
was then unanimously apChampion
proved by the Board of Trustees.
"I think the intent of it, last October, was to expose students to a
broader range of people," trustee
chairperson Richard Newlove
said.
Cultural diversity has been

added to the general education
requirements of social science,
humanities and arts, foreign 'anguages and natural science. Students are required to take tight
courses from the general education areas and one of the courses
must now be in cultural diversity.
More than 20 courses from
different departments in the University have been approved to
meet the cultural diversity requirement and the committee is
now reviewing other courses for
approval, according to Cultural
Diversity Committee chairperson
Ernest Champion.
"We can only hope, at least,
that it will lead to a better understanding between the variety of
colleges in the United States and
most importantly, open windows
to alternative lifestyles and value
systems and belief systems which
students can look at to understand their own values and beliefs," he said.
Champion said other universi-

ties such as the University of
Michigan and the University of
California at Berkeley are looking at the University as a model
for the cultural diversity requirement.
"They are interested in how we
did it, Champion said. "It has
drawn regional and national attention, and mention has been
made about BGSU's curriculum
reform in the Chronicle of Higher
Education.
"This is not going away. More
and more schools are beginning
to look at it seriously," he said.
James Litwin, director of institutional studies, has conducted a
survey of 600 students to evaluate
opinion of the requirement.
"The message appears to be
coming through loud and clear
from tne students that they need
this and it does make an impact
on their thinking, their feeling
and their attitudes," Champion
said.

Library surveys students
by Christy Vargo
writer
Jerome Library is conducting a
survey of physically challenged
students to help the library accomodate students with learning
disabilities and visual, hearing
and mobility impairments.
The survey was written by
Mary Wrighten, multicultural
service librarian at Jerome Library. Wrighten said she developed the survey to discover if
physically challenged people are
aware of library services available to them and if present library
services for the physically challenged are adequate.

The evaluation and planning
staff attempted to conduct the
survey by phone during the
spring semester. The attempt
was unsuccessful because students could not be reached,
Wrighten said.
Staff members used a list of 140
students who have sought assistance from Handicapped Services. The list encompasses about
one-third of all University physically challenged students, said
Handicapped Services Director
Rob Cunningham.
Jerome Library has planned
survey response periods from 7-9
p.m., Sept. 26, in the Conference
Room of the library, and Sept. 30
Wrighten said she is interested

BOWLING GRLI N SI MMIR Ml SKAI TIII.ATT.R

in getting survey responses from
as many physically challenged
students as possible, even those
that do not normally seek help.
University Libraries and
Learning Resources will publish
the survey results in late October.
Survey results may lead to extended due dates on class assignments for physically challenged students, wrighten said.
For example, a person waiting on
the library retrieval service
would need an additional 24 hours
to complete an assignment.
Few physically challenged
people use University libraries,
possibly because they are not
aware of the services available,
Wrighten said.
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SOLUTION.
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MOVE IN!

WINTHROP TERRACE
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400 E. NAPOLEON RD.
BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402

352-9135
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Discover Kinko's
and come in for
a quick byte.
If you've got something to say but don't have the
toqls to make it all happen, come into
Kinked to work on our self-service
Macintosh • computers. You'll
have your hands on a fast,
powerful tool for desktop
publishing and
you'll save
$2.00 on our
regular rate!
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and create a
masterpiece!

$

2.00 Off Per Hour on
Macintosh Rental

Bring this coupon Into the Kinko's listed and save on
every hour of self-service Macintosh* computer time.
One coupon per customer. Not valid with any other offer.
Good through October 31. 1991
Open 7 Days
354-3977
115 Railroad St.
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The Link finds new home
Expanded services result of cooperation with city
by Marion Schloemer
contributing writer

In its new location, The Link
Crisis Center now offers
expanded services in a more
comfortable atmosphere.
Following 18 months of construction and $250,000 of United
Christian Fellowship financing,
the link has moved from Pike
Street to 315 Thurstin Ave.
Ellen Bowers, executive director at The Link, said the move
would not have been possible
without support from city administrators.
Before construction on the
building began, city council
passed an emergency ordinance
that allowed construction to
proceed without delay.
"It still would have passed but
it would have taken 60 days
extra," she said.
UCF Director and Campus
Minister Karen Thompson also
said Mayor Ed Miller, City Council President Joyce Kepke, Muni-

cipal Administrator Colleen
Smith and City Planner Rick Ketzenbarger were extremely helpful.
"They cooperated to make it
happen. I am very grateful,"
Thompson said.
The building was constructed
according to Link needs, said
Bowers.
In its 16th year of around-theclock aid to Wood County residents, The Link has been able to
expand its services with its new
location.
In addition to the Crisis Line,
which operates continually at
352-1545 and 1-800-472-9411, The
Link now offers The Victims Advocacy Program and Link for
Teens.
The Victims Advocacy Program has a 24-hour hotline and
offers help for victims of violent
crimes. Volunteer advocates lend
support by working with the victim to file for victims' compensation and are fully trained to help
in the aftermath of a violent
crime.
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STUDENT RECREATION CENTER
riT-R>K ALL PRl-ISCKlillM.NC,
I Ins screening progmm in< ludrs <i c.irdioviisc ul.n ;

step test, push-ups, sit-ups, flexibility lesi and .1
body < ompositton lesi
ON YOUR MARK ... (mark your calender)
GET SET... set your sights)
GO ... T0 "HE STUDENT RECREATION
CENTER"

DATE:

SEPTEMBER 3, 4, & 5TH

TIME:

3-5 PM

WHERE:

SRC ACTIVITY CENTER

* Fil-For-All sessions begin
Monday. September 9th
1, ill participants must sign <i consent form
prior to participating).

For more information call 372-2711

LOWEST LOFT
RENTAL PRICES
IN B.G.II!

Link for Teens, 352-6033, is a
hotline run by volunteer teens for
their peers. High school volunteers are trained to handle teen
issues such as suicide, drug abuse
and pregnancy. They are supervised by adult volunteers.
Although The Link is not affiliated with the University, many
volunteers are students. There
are three extensive training ses- '
sions a year for those handling r*~
the 24-hour phone line.
From mid-September until the
end of October, The Link will be
accei
cepting applications. Sept. 10 is
thei
• deadline lor winter training to
be an advocate for the Volunteer
Advocacy Program. Psychology,
IG Newi/Stephanie Lewis
sociology and education majors
The Link, a crisis intervention center, is now located in the new addition to the United Christian Fellowcommonly volunteer.
ship Center at 315 Thurstin Avenue. The phone number for the Link is 352-1545.
There are now between 50 and
60 volunteers at The Link.
DEFICIT
For more information on how to [ ] Continued from page 1.
volunteer, contact The Link at
Coughlin would not comment
354-6630.
further on the deficit, and Lauri
Staas, former member of USG's
finance committee, also declined
to comment on the reasons for the
deficit.
Every year, the Advisory
Committee on General Fee Allocations provides nearly $30,000 to

See the future.
Use a condom.

1 bed loft
yearly $80

2 bed suspended loft
yearly $100

• FREE ASSEMBLY*
• FREE DISASSEMBLY*
(at the end of the year)
• FREE LOFT LADDERS*
(first 200 orders)

• NO SALES TAX*
• FREE SERVICE CALLS ALL YEAR*
2 Bed Suspended Loft Design Exclusively:

LOFTS UNLIMITED
353-L0FT(5638)
10:30am to 8:00pm

"I have to give Rob (Routzhan |
some credit since he handled a lot
of that," Sears said. "He was getting bills in the mail that hadn't
been paid and were overdue from
up to eight months. He had to look
through files and scraps to find
anything to help see what needed
to get paid."

MASTERS

It's New...It's Exciting.
It's Educational...
It's the new fall season
on WBGU-TV 27
In addition lo great new programs we'll tell you about later this
month, WBGU-TV has some exciting new programs about important issues in education this week that you shouldn't miss.

Who Will Teach For America? is an intimate and
emotionally powerful portrait ol a bold new program
offering innovative approaches and exceptionally
talented teachers to inner city and rural clossrooms.
Watch Tuesday, September 3 ot 9 p.m.
learning In America: Schools Thai Work looks
at successful elementary school education in various
cities across the country. Roger Mudd examines these
thriving schools Wednesday, September 4 at 9 p.m.
America's Schools: Who Gives A Damn? features
16 distinguished community leaders, government officials and educators who discuss the causes of the country's educational crisis and debate the solutions. See
it Thursday, September 5 ot 8 p.m.
Your Schools, Your Families: A Journal Special
Report explores how Northwest Ohio schools ore trying lo involve families in the education of their children as a way to improve the quality of education in
Ohio. Join WBGU-TV's Public Affairs Director Judy
Paschaiis Thursday, September S at 10 p.m.
Firing line host William f. Buckley, Jr. hosts a special edition dealing with freedom ol thought and speech
on American college and university campuses, Saturday, September 7 at 9 p.m. Don't miss "Resolved:
Freedom of Thought is in Danger on American
Campuses."

At WBGU, we're committed to bringing you the best in
programs that educate and programs about education.

Sale Prices for the
first 400 orders.

USG. Sears said money had to be
transferred from another account
during the summer to hold USG
over until the new ACGFA money
was provided July 1.
USG vice president Rob Routzhan played a primary role in
working through the deficit during the summer months.

WBGU
TV27
Bowling Green State University

Q Continued from page 1.

program to Toledo because the school made a strong case that the department was aiming toward a different type of student than the University.
"BG's clientele is more of your traditional student, with courses offered from 10 to 3, Monday through Friday," she said. "Toledo is
offering classes during the evenings and on Saturday."
Although Toledo received the program, Thayer said the College of
Music wishes them every success.

BGSU RUGBY
THE ACTION NEUER STOPS
Play For One Of The TOP Four
Programs In The Nation !
New Player Meeting
Tues.. Sept. 3. 7:00 pm
State Room. BGSU Union
No Experience
Necessary!

OBSIDIAN POSITIONS
The voice of the minority
must be heard!
The Obsidian newspaper is
looking for anyone with writing
experience, anyone interested
in sharpening writing skills, or
anyone who needs to be heard.

For more info, please contact Danny Gray at 352-1335 or
Steve Gray at 372-3537
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Fulfill all your communications
requirements with one course.
XIKT STUDENT
SAVER PLUS

If you're looking for a simple way to handle all of your communications needs, there's one prerequisite. Join AT&T Student Smer Plus You'll he able

to get an entire line of products and services designed specifically to save college students time and money. D Our Reach Out* America Calling Plans*

<r~
save you money, no matter where and when you call. Call Manager* will save you time by separating 1

free. And the AT&T Calling Card makes it easy to call

could

_
your long distance calls from your roommates' calls, for

from almost anywhere to anywhere. □ And with AT&T, you'll always get the most reliable long

H

distance service. □ Plus, if you register for any ot our services or if you're already an AT&T customer you'll get a ^^^^

I free hours worth of AT&T long distance

calling* As well as discounts on all kinds of things, all year round. □ So ask about AT&T Student Saver Phis You'll find that for this communications course, we did our homework.

Join AT&T Student Saver Phis today. Call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 4810.
'Thg lyvc. m. na o. ii MlfiM m H.W "C h*l« or .our caircut
u „
■Ooodloo^•«»<<»»r»3a«MCOMPQ»»Wir«li.iHn:1c»«xl M-H»mm*lm»»![W 0<l« IMWO on. W2SAT«TU)ng !>«•«• C«l.l«*.p»«ixl«« Otw*H1 irreugnjuneX 1S«

enaiArai

AT&T
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Soviets loosening hold

Republics to receive more power from Kremlin
MOSCOW (AP) - Mikhail S.
Gorbachev and heads of 10 Soviet republics won resounding
support from parliament
leaders Monday to shift most
Kremlin power to the republics
and create a loose federation of
sovereign, equal states.
A troika formed by Gorbachev, Russian Federation
President Boris Yeltsin and
Kazakhstan President Nursultan Nazarbayev caught hardline lawmakers off guard at the
opening of the Congress of People's Deputies by proposing to
transform the government of
the Soviet Union.
Although there was no formal
vote on the proposal from the
1,900-member Congress, it won
key procedural votes by overwhelming margins.
"Let's speak frankly," said
Sergei Alexeyev, chairman of
the Constitution Oversight
Committee. "Our union was not
simply on the verge of collapse,
but already in a state of collapse. We're in the state similar
to that in Yugoslavia."
To preserve the country,
Gorbachev and the other
leaders proposed an interim
government of three councils
mat would give far more power

to the 10 republics that endorsed it and strip the central
government of most functions
beyond defense and foreign affairs.
The plan apparently would
grant independence to the five
republics that did not endorse it
— the three Baltic states, Moldavia and Georgia — although
that issue has not been fully resolved.
On Monday, the United States
formally recognized the independence of the Baltic states.
President Bush said diplomatic
ties would be established immediately with Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia.
Under the proposal put forth
Monday, which must be approved by the 1,900-member
Congress, Gorbachev and republic leaders would negotiate
a new Union Treaty reconstituting the Soviet Union.
In the interim, the country
would be run by a Council of
Representatives of People's
Deputies; a State Council of the
Soviet president and leaders
from the republics; and an
inter-republic economic council.
Congress was also asked to
support asking the United Na-

tions to recognize each republic.
The proposals won the support of radical reformers such
as former Foreign Minister
Eduard Shevardnadze.
Gorbachev orchestrated a
parade of speakers in the Palace of Congresses, starting with
Nazarbayev, who urged the
program be adopted.
Nazarbayev said the Aug.
18-21 failed coup disrupted attempts to salvage the nation
and "the country was on the
verge of a catastrophe."
Hard-line deputies grabbed
dead microphones in a vain attempt to protest.
"This is an attempt at an unconstitutional coup!" shouted
Col. Viktor Alksnis, leader oif a
hard-line group of deputies.
Another deputy grabbed the
microphone and said, "Why
should 10 people decide for
thousands?
After a 3^4-hour break, the
lawmakers returned and the
leaders of most republics declared support for the proposals.

Gain valuable job experience in:
Communications
Public Relations
Marketing/Sales
Apply NOW for the BGSU Fall TelefundH!
Applications are available at the Mileti Alumni Center
from 8am-5pm, Mon. thru Fri.
(See Employment Opportunity Posting at the Student
Employment Office, 460 Student Services Bldg.)
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Council
seat open
inU.N.
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — The
Soviet Union's disintegration
raises the question of what will
happen to its seat on the U.N. Security Council and the veto power
that goes with it.
Popular speculation foresees it
being assumed by a nonCommunist, pro-Western Russian republic in some kind of association with the Ukraine and
other former Soviet republics.
The Baltic republics are expected
to join the United Nations this fall
as independent members.
Implications for the choice of a
new U.N. secretary-general in
October also are possible, but
that is expected to be accomplished in an orderly fashion.
Soviet diplomats say they expect the U.S.S.R. to continue at
the United Nations in altered
form and under another name,
dominated by Russia. Speculation about the seat is premature,
they say.
Since the United Nations was
founded in 1945, the Soviet Union
has held one of the five permanent seats on the 15-member Security Council, exercising its veto
power along with the other victors of World War H: the United
States, Britain, China and
France.
During the Cold War. the
Kremlin veto was cast to thwart
U.S. ambitions, fan regional conflicts and promote Soviet clients
around the world.
Long before the failed coup
against President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev two weeks ago,
however, the Soviet Union's role
at the United Nations altered radically. It extricated itself from
foreign conflicts and frequently
cooperated with the United
States.

,0

A Polka In BG?

"•*,"ta— *"""*

Mrs. Hoistapfel and Tommy Schober dance it up at the Bowling
Green German Polka Fest Saturday evening on Campbell Hill
Road.

PARENTS
DON'T MISS THIS GREAT OPPORTUNITY!!!

Cta
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D Continued from page 1.
for four years and had always noticed other parents sitting by
themselves, not associating with
one another," Long said.
"For Brad's first two years, as
far as I know there weren't any
arranged opportunities for parents to meet each other," she
said. "It was so nice of Coach
Blackney to hold a parents'
breakfast and I appreciate his
encouragement of our efforts to

up and went on dates [to the
develop this football family."
games ]," Long said.
Boyeragreed.
Long and Boyer said they want
"Coach Blackney is the
greatest. He's got these kids to see those days relived and they
pumped up and has backed our hope the new parents' club will
help bring fan support back to
efforts all the way," she said.
Boyer and Long remember a Bowling Green.
"I would like, more than anytime when football games were
the biggest events on campus, thing, to see the football stadium
when the student population over- packed with screaming fans,"
flowed the stands. People would said Long.
Activities of the club include
go to the games with their fratersponsoring tailgate parties and
nities, sororities or halls.
"People actually got dressed putting together a parents' club
scrapbook.

STUDENT LEGAL
SERVICESJNC.

COLLEGE
REPUBLICANS

WELCOME TO
BOWLING GREEN
STATE UNIVERSITY

nt

Apartment Problems?
For an assessment of your
alternatives, you may
contact:

First Meeting
• TONIGHT*
101 BA at 9pm
For more information call
Dwayne 352-6467

A $21 sweatshirt can be purchased to show membership in
the club. The orange sweatshirts
are lettered white with brown
trim, reading "Football Parents
BGSU," showing the sons' number, and displaying the original
fighting falcon on the front.
Ninety-two parents have purchased sweatshirts, and Long
said she believes once parents of
freshman ballplayers feel comfortable with their sons' status,
they too will join the club.
Long and Boyer also arrange
hotel accommodations for parents wanting to attend away
games. Fourteen parents have
requested rooms for the Navy
game Sept. 28, and eight parents
for the west Virginia contest Saturday.

B (i S I

B (i S I
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The club is a non-profit organization and there are no dues.
Long said.

1) Student Legal Services, Inc.
372-2951
2) Off-Campus Housing
372-2458

or
3) Wood County Health Department
352-8402

Student Legal Services,Inc
372-2951 327 University Union
We're here for you!

"THE BEST ENTERTAINMENT VALUE IN TOWN!"
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY THEATRE PASS
Get into the swing of things with the B.G.S.U. Theatre Pass! The Theatre Pass provides its owner
with admission to all Eva Marie Saint and Joe E. Brown Theatre productions during the 1991-92
theatre season. It does not Include elsewhere productions sponsored by the Theatre Department.
The Pass will let you see:
The Glass Menagerie
Mother Hicks
ADe Donde?
Joseph & The Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat
Medea
Amadeus
One Act Play Festival
Charlotte's Web
Play It Again Sam

Oct. 3-5, 10-12 (8 p.m.) & Oct. 6 (2 p.m.)
Oct. 23-26 (8 p.m.) & October 27 (2 p.m.)
Nov. 7-9 & 14-16 (8 p.m.) & Nov. 10 (2 p.m.)
Dec. 4-7 (8 p.m.) and Dec. 8 (2 p.m.)

Feb. 12-15 (8p.m.) and Feb. 16 (2 p.m.)

Feb. 27-29 & Mar. 5-7 (8 p.m.) & Mar. 1 (2 p.m.
March 12-14 (8 p.m.) and Mar. 15 (2 p.m.)

April 3 & 4 (7:30 p.m.)
April 16-18 & 23-25 (8 p.m.) & Apr. 19 (2 p.m.)

Passes can be ordered or purchased in the Theatre Department, 322 South Hall, Bowling Green
State University, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0236. Call at (419) 372-2222.
Adults
Students
Senior Citizens

$28.00
$18.00
$18.00

IORDER YOUR PASS TODAY! TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SAVINGS!
%nw—•*»»**»*•*—•*•*——+—•—•***
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BG victorious in Blackney's debut
by Matt Schroder
sports editor

Both head coaches denied
having any idea what to expect
from the other team.
Eastern Michigan and Bowling
Green only won Five games combined in 1990, so new looks were in
order on both sides.
But by halftime, there were no
more surprises. The Falcons said
here's LeRoy Smith and Mark
Szlachcic — now try and stop
them.
The duo was too much and
Bowling Green rolled to a 17-6
victory over the Eagles to win the
Mid-American Conference
opener on Saturday at Doyt Perry
Field.
Smith led all rushers with 155
yards rushing (his career high), a
touchdown, and added 23 yards
through the air. Szlachcic was the
top BG receiver with four catches
for 57 yards and a score.
Most of the damage was done in
the second half, when BG scored
14 of its 17 points.
"We were close in the first
half," BG head coach Gary
Blackney said. "We had some
timing errors and motion penalties but we got things straightened out in the second half. I'm
proud of them too because they

didn't have the bad penalties and
turnovers we asked them not to
make."
The defense came alive in the
second half also. Eastern's drives
in the final two quarters were
punt, punt, rumble, a loss on
downs, and an interception.
Eagle freshman quarterback
Kwame McKinnon only managed
217 yards of total offense compared to the Falcons' 319. BG held
him to just two completions in the
second half.
"We had a lot of stars on defense," Blackney said. "McKinnon is a great athlete and scrambler and we weren't containing
him in the first half. Our coaches
made some great adjustments to

keep him in the pocket and cut
down his running ability."
Linebacker Mike Calcagno led
the all tacklers with 15 stops —
four of them solos. Teammate Artie Mangham was in on 10 tackles
and also caused the fumble which
set up the Falcons' final touchdown.
With 4:45 to play in the game,
Smith barrled straight ahead for
a one yard score behind an
offensive line that was opening
holes all day.
"Everybody (on the line) is a
year older and we know that you
can count on everybody," BG left
guard Steve Bosko said. "I don't
nave to worry about anything because I know the guy next to me is

iHfe.

Special of the Month

Wa

Small
Cheese
Pizza

going to be there.
"It makes it easy with our running backs. You just get on your
man and you see footsteps go
right by you," Bosko added.
When quarterback Erik White
wasn't handing off, he completed
10 of 18 passes to five different
receivers. His biggest pass was a
six-yarder early in the fourth
quarter to Szlachcic, who tiptoed
out of the end zone with BG's first
touchdown.
Tight end Brett Landman and
Smith each caught two passes for
47 total yards. White was sacked
only once and did not throw an
interception. The entire starting
G See FOOTBALL, page nine.
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Campus Pollyeyes
440 E. Court
352-9638
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Pogllars

1.59

945 S. Main
352-7571

Offer
Inside Only
Offer Expires 9-30-91

tO Nmi/Jay Murdock

Falcon senior linebacker Mike Calcagno raises his arms after BG recovered an Eastern fumble. Calcagno led the team in tackles with 15.
The entire defense shut the Eagles down, holding them to just six
points.
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Karen Agnew

Liz Olson

Nikki Bishop

Deb Owen

Jennifer Booker

Nicole Quercioli

Wendy Breitenbach

Casey Radcliff

Nicole Clay

Michelle Rice

Kristen Coulson

Brenda Richards

Rachelle Di Vitto

Deidra Roberts

Jo I.yn Faup

Heather Smith

Kim Hosier

Lori Spence

Darlene Klein

Holly Slanaford

Katy Kuck

Marcie Van Swearingen

Kristin Martin

Kerri Vilalano

Mellnda Mc Daniel

Beth Wallers

Kelly Murphy

Tammy Zino

THE POSSIBILITIES ARE
ENDLESS
CONGRATULATIONS NEW
PLEDGES
FALL RUSH 1991

YOU'VE WORSHIPPED HIM FROM AFAR ALL SEMESTER.
YOU'VE HEARD HIS LAST GIRLFRIEND WAS BLOND. YOU BLEACH YOUR HAIR.
YOU'VE ENROLLED IN CLASSES YOU HATE JUST TO BE NEAR HIM.
HE FINALLY CALLS.

YOUR LINE IS BUSY.

GTE

Call Waiting
TO ORDER CALL YOUR LOCAL CUSTOMER ORDER SERVICE CENTER AT

SflunCaJI* Service* available in moM a

1-800-232-2544.

THE POWER IS ON

I'Af.E EIGHT
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From the MAC notebook... Injuries riddle Browns'
TOLEDO (AP) - Bowling Green tailback
LeRoy Smith and Miami middle linebacker Curt
McMillan have been named the Mid-American
Conference's players of the week.
Smith rushed for a career-high 1M yards on 37
carries, including a one-yard touchdown run In
the fourth quarter. A junior from Toledo, Smith
also went over the 1,000-yard mark for his career to become the 20th Falcon to reach that
milestone.
McMillan, a junior from Upper Sandusky, had
eight solo and 11 assisted tackles and also recovered a Ball State fumble on the Miami twoyard line in the second quarter.
ODD
Miami 15 — Ball State 7
OXFORD, O. (AP) — Jim Clement ran for a
touchdown and Miami's defense limited Ball
State to minus-eight rushing yards in a 15-7 victory Saturday that was delayed 41 minutes by
lightning.
Miami's defense and the wet conditions conspired to bring Ball State's ground game to a
standstill. The Cardinals managed their eight
net yards on 30 attempts. The Redskins had
three sacks for 33 yards in losses and held Ball
State quarterback Mike Neu to minus-52 yards
in seven attempts.
URO

shrinking secondary

Ball State's longest gain on the ground was
seven yards.

by Chuck Melvin
APsporls writer

D D D
Central Michigan 17 - Ohio 17
ATHENS. 0. (AP) - Central Michigan's Jeff
Bender hit Bryan Tice with a touchdown pass as
time expired Saturday to tie Ohio University
17-17 in a game delayed three times by storms.
The defending Mid-American Conference cochampions kicked the final extra point, settling
for a tie in the season opener for both teams
rather than risk a two-point conversion attempt
on Peden Stadium's soggy field.
Bender took the Chippewas 88 yards in 14
(.lays for the tying score. Central Michigan
aced first and goal from the 4 with two seconds
remaining when Bender dropped back and
floated a pass to Tice in the right corner of the
end zone.

BEREA, O. — Raymond Clayborn has a broken bone in his right leg
and will be placed on injured reserve this week, making him the fifth
member of the Browns' secondary lost to injury.
Clayborn was hurt late in the second quarter of Sunday's 28-14 loss
to Dallas in the regular-season opener. He was carried off the field,
and X-rays at the Cleveland Clinic revealed that he has a broken fibula, coach Bill Belichick said Monday.
He was not immediately replaced on the roster.
"Certainly (adding) a defensive back is a possibility, but there are
some other things we have to look at, too," Belichick said.
The Browns may look into the possibility of signing safety Dave
Duerson, the former Pro Bowl safety who was cut by the New York
Giants on Aug. 26. Belichick was the Giants' defensive coordinator
last year.
"Yeah, I don't think Dave's with anybody else," Belichick said.
"Any player that's available, we certainly would give consideration
to."

D O D
Western Michigan 13 — Kent State 10
KALAMAZOO, Mich. (AP) — Jay Barresi
kicked two field goals and Corey Sylve ran for
158 yards to lead Western Michigan to a 13-10
Mid-American Conference victory over Kent
State on Saturday.
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"It is definitely getting thin back there. But
we still have some extremely capable
people, and of course, we'll do the best we
can."

—Stephen Braggs, Browns cornerback on the his
team's secondary
Belichick would not estimate how long Clayborn might be out, but
he did not rule out the possibility that it could be a season-ending in-

Plant Sale

The 36-year-old Clayborn, a 15-year NFL veteran, is the third starting defensive back lost by the Browns this summer. Safety Thane
Gash is out for the season with a neck injury, and safety Eric Turner,
Cleveland's No. 1 draft pick, will miss at least three more games because of a stress fracture in his upper leg.
Backups Mark Harper (torn Achilles tendon) and Anthony Blaylock
(broken hand) are also sidelined, Harper for the year and Blaylock for
at least three more weeks.
A sixth defensive back, ninth-round pick Ray Irvin, never got a
chance to make the team because of a preseason wrist injury that will
keep him out until next year.
After Clayborn went down Sunday, Stephen Braggs replaced him
and will likely keep the job for now. A sixth-round draft choice from
Texas in 1987, Braggs has started four games in four years with the
Browns.
"It is definitely getting thin back there," Braggs said. "But we still
have some extremely capable people, and of course, we'll do the best
we can."
Cleveland fullback Kevin Mack limped off the field Sunday after
hurting his ankle late in the fourth quarter. The injury was diagnosed
as a sprain, and Belichick said he aid not yet know if Mack would be
able to play next Sunday at New England.
The Browns totaled 32 yards rushing against Dallas.
If Mack cannot play, candidates to replace him would include Leroy
Hoard, Lee Rouson and versatile Joe Morris.

Wednesday - Friday, Sept 4-6
9am to 4pm
Located in Union Oval
* rain location : Union Foyer
Plants are a great way to brighten rooms
Don't be just another face in the crowd.
Join UAO and become a part of the fun!
Organizational Meeting
Tuesday Sept. 3rd
8:30 p.m.
Northeast Commons

UAO... Just loin It!

Volunteers Wanted

0>
PC

Homecoming King and Queen Applications

needs

The applications are available now through
Sept. 17. in the (sK© office, 3rd floor union.
Two letters of reference are required and
applicants must be in good senior standing.

YOU !!!

Caring people are needed to assist persons
experiencing a problem or crisis
©f£
Make a difference

tpi

Call Today: 352-5387
or come to The Link's new office at
315 Thurstin
No prior experience necessary-training provided. KZ*3>
Fall applications accepted until: Sept. 18th

Any Questions call
us at 372-2343 or
stop by the office,
3rd floor Union.

Applications due back
no later than
Sept. 17
at 5:00 p.m.

Link
mo
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24 Hour Crisis Intervention Services $
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PRIORITY!

REMEMBER
to
Schedule...
Welcome Back Students! Let us assist you with your Photo needs.
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15% Discount on All Darkroom Supplies for students currently enrolled in photo class
We Are Bowling Green's only full-line Photo Store that Features:
• 1 Hour film processing • Cameras • Film • Lenses • Batteries •
We gladly accept checks and credit cards
365
S
353-4244
Open Mon -_ Fr| 9-8 Sat 9 5 Sun 12-5 157 N»_Ma_ln_(across from Uptown)
I
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Film Developing
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Color Wallet Special
12 pictures for $3.99
SAVE
SAVE
SAVE
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Between
the pipes

Soccer lives
in the heart
of one fan
The end of August is generally
a hectic time in sports, a time
when football is starting up,
baseball is winding down, and
basketball and hockey are lurking right around the comer.
So with all these pastimes at
our country's grasp, should it
come as any surprise that soccer
is missing from late summer discussion?
Soccer, or futbolus the rest of
the world knows it, is still the
most popular recreational activity among virtually all classes of
people. And it wasn't too long ago
that it threatened the everEresent four-sport monopoly in
orth America.
That was the era of the North
American Soccer League, with
teams like the Chicago Sting,
Tampa Bay Rowdies, Fort
Lauderdale Strikers, and the New
York Cosmos. But most importantly, those were the days of'the
black pearl" - Pele, the KING.
He meant more to soccer than
either Michael Jordan or Wayne
Gretzky currently mean to their
respective sports. More than just
a goodwill ambassador, Pele was
soccer.
However, the days of Pele and
the NASL are history. Soccer in
this country has shrunken to nothing more than an activity found in
local recreation, high school, or
college settings, save the floundering indoorleagues which are
analagous to the national success
of arena football. Almost ten
years after the premier soccer
league on the continent folded,
here are four possible reasons for
the failure of major league soccer
in North America.
1) Slow action, and low scoring:
Game play and ball possession,
divided equally among all 11
team members, is slow and cautious. Few shots are actually taken on goal, resulting in a lack of
action around the net. Much of
the play and possession changes
are at midfield, as each team attempts to mount an offensive attack. If even one shot on goal is
attempted in a given rush, the attack is deemed a relative success, and players are content to
attempt to regain possession and
try again.
It is a scenario foreign to the
expectations of today's fan who's
accustomed to four downs, three
outs, and numerous rebounds in
an attempt to score. Additionally,
this slow style of play doesn't appeal to fans appreciative of the
run-and-shoot offense, the fast
break, double steals, or 5-on-3
power plays.
2) Lack of role models: With the
exception of Pele, there were not
many soccer players whose monikers were household names. The
names of Giorgio Chinalgia, Teofilo Cubillas, and Carlos Alberto
were very colorful, yet unknown
to many. Many NASL stars came
from overseas, hence they were
foreigners to not only North
America, but to fans as well.
When a Vlade Divac stars for
the Lakers in the playoffs, he
gains immediate tame for not
only his craft, but for the name
ana story behind it. A whole team
of names including the likes of
Divac, Manute Bol, Jan Stenerud,
Vladislav Tretiak, and Hakan
Loob would have no special significance to the fans, thereby the
athletes must rely not only on an
elite on-field prowess but also a
good public relations director to
get their names into the minds of
fans.
3) Lack otcontroversy: Sports
in America is political and controversial. In the NASL, there
was never a history of any
players getting kicked out for
gambling, and there was never a
case of soccer balls being hurled
into the stands (with my apologies to Pete Rose and Rob Dibble
—I'm not picking on the Reds,
I'm just stating facts). The only
bad press I can remember was
for former goaltender Shep Messing who did magazine ads for
Skoal chewing tobacco—it was
deemed unethical for an athlete
to promote an unhealthy product.
4) Lack of geographic pride:
Soccer fans in North America
never lived up to their expectations set by those who were looking for the type of emotion evident in fans around the rest of the
world. In South America and
Europe, fans are as much apart
of the team as the players. Rooting for your team with all one's
heart and soul is second nature; a
passive fan is about as welcome
to an Italy versus Brasil match as
George Steinbrenner is welcome
D See MANDEL, page nine.
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Smith runs over Eastern
for career-high 155 yards
by Rob McCurdy
sports writer

Bowling Green's offensive
gameplan was simple: get the
ball into the hands of LeRoy
Smith and watch him run left,
right and up the middle.
The junior
tailback ran for
a career high
155 yards and
one touchdown
to help the Falcons defeat
Eastern Michigan, 17-6, in the
opening game
of the 1991
season. He also Smith
became the 20th Bowling Green
player to reach 1,000 yards for his
career.
"We want to get the ball in
LeRoy's hands as much as we
can," new BG coach Gary Blackney said of his gameplan.
Smith ran 37 times, almost
sixty percent of the Falcons'
offensive plays, and Blackney
said that probably wasn't enough.
Out of 319 total yards gained by
the BG offense, Smith accounted
BG Nem/Jay Mnrdock for 193 yards.
"The offensive line did a great
Falcon junior tailback LeRoy Smith cuts to the Inside for a few of his career-high 155 yards on Saturday. In job blocking and making holes for
me. They made my job really
the game, Smith also became Bowling Green's 20th running back to reach the 1,000-yard plateau.

easy," Smith said. Bowling
Green quarterback Erik White
said when Smith is running well,
the rest of the offense, especially
the passing game, prospers.
White completed 10-of-18 passes
for 125 yards to compliment
Smith's running game.
By halftime, the tailback from
Toledo had rushed 15 times for 94
yards, including runs of 18,17 and
11 yards. Those first half numbers prompted Blackney to ask
his tailback if he was still willing
and able to carry the football.
"He said, 'Yes coach,' and I
said, 'Okay, you're going to get
it,'" Blackney said.
Smith carried the ball 22 more
times in the second half for 76
yards.
Eastern Michigan coach Jim
Harkema said his team did not do
anything specific at halftime to
stop the BG tailback.
'Tm never big on yardage,"
Harkema said. "I don't care
about yards. I was concentrating
more on our guys.
"An athlete didn't beat us," the

Eastern secondary was freshmen
and sophomores.
"We had been working on the
play all week (the touchdown
catch)," Szlachcic said. "I just
worked into my guy and Erik
threw it on the money and I just
caught it. We knew they were
pretty young at DB."
The Falcons scored first in the
opening minutes of the second

THURSDAY SEPT. 5th 4 p.m.
202 MEMORIAL HALL
R.CONIBEAR 372-8249

Stay tuned to

?[uarter on Todd Powell's 22-yard
ield goal. BG had a third-andfour play from the 5-yard line, but
couldn't cash in. Powell missed
on attempts from 38 and 42 yards
and Brian Leaver entered the
game to kick the final extra point.
"BG made the crucial plays
and we didn't," Eastern head
coach Jim Harkema said. "Our
quarterback played well in the
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first half but their defense pressured him as the game went on
and may have unsettled him a
bit."
"A win over a team like
Eastern Michigan — as physical
as they are —makes this game all
the more meaningful," Blackney
said. "These young people have
dedicated themselves, rm very
proud of them."

Thank you
to all personnel at B.G.S.U. for
their help in making our
Midwest Regional Youth Meeting

MANDEL
□ Continued from page eight.
in Yankee Stadium. North American fans just didn't come up with
the same emotion when the Detroit Express battled the Edmonton Drillers. Soccer is a sport that
the players played not because
they made millions of dollars a
year, but because they were
Drought up in the game, and loved
it even into their adulthood. In
Pele's last game for the Cosmos,
he didn't announce himself as the
greatest there ever was (ala

In last year's opener at tne
University of Cincinnati, Smith
gained 112 yards in two quarters
of play. Smith injured his ankle in
the game which slowed his sophomore year.
"I can't really think about the
injuries because when you start
thinking about it and start slacking off, that's when injuries happen. I'm just going to take one
game at a time and play as hard
as I can," Smith said.

CLUB SPORTS OFFICER MEETING

FOOTBALL
11 Continued from page seven.

Eastern coach continued. "They
made plays as a football team
and our football team didn't.
That's not taking anything away
from him because he's a fine
back."
Blackney said he would like to
work fullback Scott Lindsey and
tailback Zeb Jackson into the
rushing attack so opponents cannot focus just on Smith.
"I thought Zeb would get a little
more running time, but LeRoy
was running the ball so well...that
I just hated destroying the momentum at the time," Blackney
said.

AuK 16-18
Rickey Henderson). He simply
asked a sold-out Giants Stadium
crowd to repeat after him three
times... "LOVE, LOVE, and
LOVE." To Pele, that's what
playing soccer was all about, and
it's a feeling that today's generation of sports fans may not be
used to.
Soccer may not have had the
goalmouth scramble or high point
spreads, but it had wingers racing down the sidelines as if on a

a success with special thanks
to:Jim Trecger
Jennifer Weshing
Greg Predmore
for their extra help on campus

tightrope, and it had viscious
slide tackles. It had flying
headers, penalty shots, sudden
death overtime, and the shootout.
And it had the bicycle kick and
the King... what more could
anyone ask?

and to:
Burger King,
Wendys
and McDonalds
for their contributions.

The Christian Science Midwest
Regional Youth Committee

JeffMandel is a sports writer
for the News and a New Jersey
native, who eight years later, is
still distraught over the loss of the
New York Cosmos.

REGISTER
C Continued from urel.

The University is a place of education and not of politics, Edmonds said. Also, the policy is designed to protect students and to
prevent door-to-door activity
which could become annoying.
"Students have the same right
to listen to us or shut the door as
any other citizen of the city,"
Ziance responded in an earlier
interview.
Independent mayorial candidate, Jim Tinker, has already
said he is discussing the possibility of a lawsuit against the
University with lawyers.
But Edmonds said she is confident existing case law will back
up the current policy.

ATTENTION PHOTOGRAPHY STUDENTS

OPEN FOR LUNCH

COMPARE THESE PRICES!
Blua Ribbon

Black and White
24 exposure
36 exposure

Pholo

7.05
10.95

The Picture
Pl.c.

5.79
7.99

• All Developing Is on lllford Paper and Chemicals!
Slides
(ektachrome)
24 exposure
3.39
2.40
36 exposure
6.99
3.60
• Dip and Dunk Process Upon Request •

We Develop in 24 hrs.

Ziance said he and other students at the meeting, including
USG president Mike Sears and
cabinet member James Walters,
will have to discuss the decision
at a future date.

DAILY MENU
10" - $4.00
12" - $5.75
14" - $7 JO

Our Dnvsn Carry Less Than $20
Um*dD«W»ryA/w

TWO -10"
TWO ITEM PIZZAS

$700

7

Applications for

FREE DELIVERY

and for

UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE
Due Sept. 16th

352-1539
1616

E. MONK B.G

10" DELUXE
ONEremtftciucss
10" DELUXE

"USG Is the VOICE of the STUDENT BODY"
Mike Sears, President

PEPSI AND DIET PEPSI

50* Per CAN

H ONE FREE ITEM DONE FREE ITEM H 12" DOUBLES
RECEIVE ONE ITEM
HECBVE ONE ITEM
TWO-12"
TWO ITEM PIZZAS

FREE : FREE

■ ON ANY REGULAR PURCHASE
I
rwm IWIMN Haw OM
■ OwPMlMnlkMaiQAMBM.
VPBnfnCMlEXlHCW
■ BuoS^CM Knaninsu^i
I FREE DELIVERY

'352-1539

■ 1616 E. Woomr, B.G.

0— fa»Wi: 1HM1 MM *m

$9

■352-1539

■1116E-Woonw, BG.

'352-1539
"■"•

Jl61«E.Wooil*,BG.

r. I Ok> •>«—. I* 1MI •»> »«■ «•» Otm Olotl C*»r (ipM!»I Kl M «■ Ml Otac Otal

12" DELUXE H
ONE 12" DELUXE

75

■ ON ANY REGULAR PURCHASE ■
I
Pippw miu—l Him Ow»
■ QiinlVin BMPW Siwgt awflwr ■
■ Kl>pilll»lCl«lil«tWCM ■
Ia»»»S»»o— r>iiMPWHa-S—'—11
I FREE DELIVERY
I FREE DELIVERY

14" DELUXE H
ONE 14" DELUXE

10" TRIPLE
THREE-10"
ONE ITEM PIZZAS

$525 I $750 [ $1Q50 | $10 50
FREE DELIVERY

Turn into 405 Student Services. (372-8116)

. MONDAY MADNESS
...om» SJ.00
One 10" l-IBm Piz;a
TERWFIC TUESDAY
Only MOO
One 12" 1-HemP«a
• WILD WEDNESDAY.
Only S5.0O
Ont14'1-l»fflPi2U
• TUCK THURSDAY.
Only H.00
One \r Para. Eitra Th«* Crust. Peppwoni 1 Extra Cfnese
• WEEKEND DOUBLE FEATURE.
Only J10.0O
One \r Dakiie. a One 12" - HMm Pi«a
• WEEKEND DOUBLE FEATURE
Only $13.00
One 14" Dekiie, t One I4- - WMm Piz*a

IN 30 MINUTES OR LESS
FROM 11:00 a.m. DAILY

10" DOUBLES

Pineapple
Hot Peppers
Bacon Strips
Extra Cheese
Extra Thick Crust

Italian Sausage
Black Olives
Green Olives
Anchovies
Extra Sauce FREE

FREE DELIVERY

Have your voice heard!!

Due Sept. 5th

$1.00 M.
-$1.50 ea
$2.00 «a.

DAILY SPECIALS

1616E.WOOSTER

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG

Onions

Pipperonl
Grain Peppers
Mu»hrooms
Htm
Ground Beet

352-1539

Located in the University Union.

SENATOR'

10" - $5.50
ir - $7.25
14" - $9.00

TOPPINGS AVAILABLE

*" Pic tuife Place

Get Involved!

$ SO M.
t .75 M
$1.00 M.

352-1539
1616 E Woomr, B.G.
0**« l"ajllll »IHIHWI

■FREE DELIVERY

■ FREE DELIVERY

■352-1539

■352-1539

1352-1539

11616 E. Wooeter, 8.G

ll616E.WoOftt«, B.G.

■ FREE DELIVERY

*^"

ll616E.WO0«tt««,BG

Rob Routzahn, Vice President

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
ACTIVE
CHRISTIANS
TODAY
WALKING IN THE LIGHT
OF HIS WORD
TUESDAY 7:00 PM
ALUMNI ROOM. STUDENT UNION
Are you Irish?
Join ua at 147 S Coeege. 5 houses from E
Wooeter. on Thursday. Sept 5th al 7 00 pm
for the firsl BGSU Irish Club meeting
Founding Fathers
Kevin Cakahan
Mike
McGuinness. and Conor Mclntyre
Founding Mother Heather McGmgan
ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS
PLACEMENT ORIENTATION MEETINGS
Tuesday. September 3
3.30.5 30or 7 30pm
Lenhart Grand Bedroom

Thursday. September 5
3 30.5 30 or 7 30 pm
Communrty Surte
Contact University Placement Services lor
more tfilormaton at 2-2356
ATTENTION
All WBGU DJ's
There wM be a
MANDATORY
STAFF MEETING
Tuesday Sept 3
9 pm in 111 South Hall
Cant go? CaH 372 8657
Center tor Environmental Programs
Environmental Resource Room
Recyckng office. Job lists
Environmental Interest Group

MOVED TO
145-162 College Part Office Bunding
Phone 2-8207 for more information

Responsible college student
w* babysit between 5 pm and 8 am

ENVIRONMENTAL INTEREST GROUP
Meeting 7 30 Tuesday
Room 204. Mosety Halt

Please cal 352-1644

Fellowship ol Christian Athletes wll be meeting
on TUESDAY beginning Sept 3 from 7 30 • 8 30 »n Ihe Tatt room in the Union
Join hundreds of former BGSU students in experiencing meaningful volunteer placements
Meetmg tor volunteers to tutor children, teach
adults reading and writing, or work with menteJry
and physicafy hanidcapped adults will be on
Wednesday. September 4. from 6 00 pm p 7 00 pm at United Christian FeeowsTxp
Center corner Ridge & Thurstin Streets CaH
Kay al 352-7534
JOIN THE BGSU SKATING CLUB'
EVERYTUES AT9 15 PM
FIRST SESSION FREE '■ ■
REMINDER There are EXCELLENT student
teaching placements avaasbte in the Greater
Cleveland area. Ihe Loram County area and the
Fir elands Cosege area Ask tor Or Mary Joyce
Lunn at Student Teacher Sign-Up Day on Sept
4th in the Union
So you want to be a radio star? Come to the
BG Radio News Organization info and organizational meeting Tuesday. Sept 3 at 9 pm.
Room 120 West Hal

PERSONALS
• • • LSU Mealing * ■
The Latino Student Union erlll have their Hrst
meeting on Monday. Sept. 9 st 9 pm on the
second floor of the Student Services building. Everyone Is welcome'!, An tee cream
social will follow the meeting! MM
* a -LSUMeeting* • *
*' Everyone Welcome * *
The Latino Student Union wil be meeting al MT
Muggs lor happy hours (5-9 pm) this Friday
Everyone Is welcome to come and meet new
people"1
1ST FMA BUSINESS MEETING
Wednesday, Sept 4
8 00 McFal Assembly Rm
Speakers - Student Interns
91 -92 Men's league registration forms are now
being taken at the Ice Arena For more mfo cal
372 2264
Alpha Phi STEPHANIE NEAL Alpha Phi
Where does this soap opera begm. .
and what do we call it?

STEAM • Student to Elect a Mayor
Organizational Meeting
Thursday. Sepl 5. 9 pm BA 101
FULL STEAM AHEAD

AOTT • Sig Ep ' AOTT ■ Sig Ep
The sisters ot Alpha Omicron Pi would kke to
congratulate Jennifer Paugh on her lavaliering
io Ohio Northern uMvwtMy8sgEpJot«i AoffiJg

SERVICES OFFERED
LSAT * GRE * GMAT
Before you lake the test, call the expert Local
classes forming now Kaplan Educational
Center Cal tor details 536-3701
PREGNANT?
We can help FREE pregnancy tests and sup
portive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Call 354-HQPE

AOTT Li Heart Jennifer Pecchio
I'm so excited you pledged AOTT and are my U
Heart Get psyched tor an awesome year.
Love Big Heart. Jennifer
AOTT' LAMBDA CHI * AOTT * LAMBDA CHI
Congratulations to Kim Ratajczakon her lavelienng to Lambda Chi Scott Cain.

REPOSSESSED 4 IRS FORECLOSED
HO ME Sa variable at below market value Fantaa
he savings) You repair Also SAL bailout properties Call (805) 682 7555 Ext H-3330

AVAILABLE PARKING SPACES
at J T s 405 Thurstin Ave

CaH 352-5475

Give
EE23 another birthday
Give blood.
RAISING

RAISE $500...$ 1000...$ 1500

FOOL

For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization
MS01l/mr NO INVfSTMENT HOUIHD!

CALL 1-800-950-8472, ext. 50

+

AXO • AXO • AXO • AXO
■K> JULIE ELLIOTT
Happy Birthday Btgl!
Love Lil' Jan
AXO • AXO • AXO • AXO
Bass Player and Keyboardist wanted, that at
w*ng to play the Doors. Pink Floyd. Police and
the Dead Cal 354 8444 asli lor Steve
Delta Tau Delta Executive BoardYou're doing a great job with the chapter' Keep
up the good wort*, and beat wishes for an awesome semester'

-Tern

FRATERNITY RUSH INFO NIGHT
Thur..SepI. 5

7:30 -»: 30pm
Union Grind Ballroom
Greek Sewn-ons BGSU, plaldilboxers.
naked T-shirts. LAKE ERIE SPORTS.
HOUSEBOY NEEDED
Lunch Hours II 30 am • 1 00 pm
Dinner Hours 5 00 pm-6.30 pm
•FREE meals included"
Cal Meg at 2-5992 (ASAP)
Interested In seeing Sting on Wood Cable
PayPer View Channel? Let them know by casing 352-6424
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE INTRAMURAL
OFFICIALS NEEDED SOFTBALL-APPLY BY
SEPT 4. FLAG FOOTBALL-APPLY BY OCTOBER 2. ICE HOCKEY-APPLY BY SEPTEMBER 27 FILL OUT APPLICATION IN 106 FtEC
CENTER MANDATORY CLINICS FOR EACH
SPORT
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE MEN'S SOFTBALL
SEPT 3. WOMEN'S SOFTBALL B SEPT 4. COED SOFTBALL - SEPT 4:
WOMENSSGLSa DBLS TENNIS SEPT 10:
MEN'S DBLS TENNIS - SEPT 10. MEN'S
DBLS GOLF - SEPT 1 I ALL ENTRIES DUE
BY 4 00 P M ON DUE DATE IN 108 REC
CENTER
LIVE TALK
1-900-773-3777
ADULTS ONLY
S2 50'rnln 10 mm minimum
Parking Spaces Available
at JT's - 405 Thurstin Ave

Call 352 5475
Phi Kappa Tau ' Chi Omega
The Brotbere of Phi Kappa Tau wouU like to
wish a belated congratulations to David Koran
and Laura Brown on their late spring lavaliering
Phi Kappa Tsu ' Chi Omegs
pi Kappa Phi Fraternity will be interviewing for
the position ot house girl It interested please
call 2 2040 or 2 3730
The Slaters of Sigma Kappa would Ilka to
welcome beck all BGSU Students and wish
them luck during lha upcoming yearl

American Red Cross

MakeSl5O-S300ln3-10hrs by seeing tunny,
cosege T-shirts No financial obligation Smaaar
and larger quantities aval Cal Tott-free
t 800 728 1130
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many poemone

Greet benefits Cal (805) 682-7555 Ext
P3324

Wei Peer Advisors
Welcome Back' Pteaae contact Maria at the
Well ASAP .8438 Thanks'

call

Pern

Professional couple seeking chid care tor our
14 month old m our home, cloae fo campue
References required Cal daytimes 372-2488.

evenings 354 0085
Waitress needed at Gamers. B93S Main Muet
be 19 MUST BE DEPENDABLE, personable
Apply in person only

WANTED

FALCON TRYOUTSH!
Try out for BQSU's Precision Seating Team
10 15PM - 8/29 * a/3 at the Ice Arena
Call Mrs. Barb., al 372-22M lor Into.

Welcome Back Ladies'
For all your Mary Kay needs,
352-4915 anytime Will deliver

Welcome Back
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Start saving your pennies (or Ihe
DATE PARTY AT CEDAB POINT
Details al the first meeting
Wed. Sept 4 8 30 pm
Mc Fal Center
DON'T MISS IT!i

Female non-smoking roommate to sublease
house located on E Wooater ASAP Cal
Knstie or Oanne 353-0732.

Welcome Back to al peat A future EBSCO
Telephone Service C S representatives' We
are looking tor responsible, enthusiastic, teamoriented people who enjoy Making money,
learning a marketable skill, being goalortertted wtth obtainable rewardaand fun A
exerting co-op A Internship opportunities. We
offer flexible evening A weekend hours and
base pay pJuscommiaaion Come tn for an applcabon 113 N Main St . next to David's Del
Interviews are held between 4-5pm

Female to share a bedroom In a 2 bedroom apt
Near campus Cal 2-2421 A ask for Jam or
leave message

FOR SALE

1 male roommate needed now' Close to campus Cat 352 5849
Attendance Taker
Be available T-7h 11:30-12 45
$4/lv See R K Tucker 201 South Had

Gesucht Deutsche Austauschstudent/ln Ms
Prtvattehrer/ln Elnmal die Woche lur ungetahr
30-45 Minuten gegen $5 00 Enttohnung.
3S2 46 71 Zimmer54

13 inch Hitachi color TV Exceient condition
Cal 352 7698

House Boy Needed
Lunch hours 11 30am - 1 00 pm
Dinner Hours 5 00pm • 6 30pm
" FRE E meals included'
Call Meg at 2-5992 (ASAP)

84 Honda Civic. 4 sp . runs good, dependable,
one owner. $850 firm 352-2830

Wanted to share, (urn home Grad males preferred
$195. incl
utll
354-6701 or
352-1631. leave message

1980 Pontlac Sunbird 4 speed $350 00 Cal
354 8029

CannondaJe ST 600 18 speed Aluminum touring bike, mint condition
372-2097 or
352-5343
Car For Sale
Good dependable school car
1979 Mercury $600

HELP WANTED

Cal 352 4085

After school care worker needed 3 • 5.45 p m
Mon - Fri The Montesaorl School 352-4203
tot.
ARCHERY SUPERVISOR
The Student Recreation Center is seeking an
individual with archery experience to supervise
the Archery Awareness program Must be able
to malruct ft demonstrate proper technique
Flexible days (M A W or T ft Th) 7-9 pm For
more information contact Lauren at 372-2711
Earn Money and obtain work exp m Communications. Public Relations. Marketing, Sales
Apply Now tor BGSU Fall Tetef und
Applications aval from Bam to 5 pm al
MJIetl Alumni Center
or cal Pam at 372-7698
Telefund Dates Sept 16-Nov 26
FREE TRAVEL • Air couriers and Cruiseships
Students also needed Chnstmas. Spring, and
Summer for Amusement Park employment. Cal
(605) 682-7555 Ext F 1658
GOLF SUPERVISOR
The Student Recreation Center <s seeking an
individual with goH experience to supervise the
Golf Awareness program Must be able to Instruct and demonstrate proper form Flexible
days (M ft W or T ft TH) 7-9 pm. For more Information contact Uuren at 372 271 l

For Sale Litton Microware A microwave cart,
$125 Zenith 25 inch television $75 Cal
Wendy 352-6085
PIANO STUDENTS
Practice m your own home Yamaha etectnc
piano 64 keys Has internal speakers 5
sounds, power plug and external amp cable

Asking $125 ■ 352-1759
Brian

Schwinn bicycle
voyager. It 8 chrome
Excel cond $75 Fuji bicycle, dub. vatite
tubing, like new. $125 Soiofie. w. butterfly A
leg attachments. $850 3S2-3910eveninga
SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats 4wheeiers.
motorhomes. by FBI. IRS, DEA Available m
your area now Cal (805) 662-7555 Ext
C 2804
Soft-side
352-2218

raterbed.

complete

$200

Spanish 367 textbook
(Texto V Vide) Many helpful notes also
686-7305. eves
WHITE

PAINTED LOFI W/LADDER f-OH
SALE
Hey dorm students-why rent a loft for $200
over 2 years? Buy mine tor $80-you can always
resell and get your $$ back1 Cal Jennifer
354-6895

HAVEFUNI
GET JOURNALISM EXPERIENCE!
Volunteer reporters and photographers
needed at
THE BG NEWS
Call Lynn at MtM

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED
SB 00 starting
Work10 25hrs weekly
Evenings weekends available
Co-ops A Scholarships

Apartments Avaaafale
* 2 Bedroom Unfurnished
' 1 Bedroom Furruahed
* 1 Bedroom Unfurnished
• Furnished Efficiency
Cal John Newtove Real Estate
354-2260 or stop by
319 E Wooster
(Across from Taco Bel)

.iiso tMaammm*
Exceient resume ft business experience
Cal 1-382-1060

Hispanic newspaper seeks fu» or part time
graphic artist 'office manager. Must have Macintosh experience Cal 1-242-7744

For rent ■ 4 room baaement apartment, cloae to
downtown 1 bedroom Cal 352-5822.
Roommate wanted tor Spring Semester Cloae
to campus Reasonable rates Cal Beth or Use
3546053

Come and join the Chi-Chi's
team for a great job. good benefits and a fun atmosphere.
Part-Ilme/full-llme positions
available
Flexible Hours
Paid Training
Host & Wait Staff. Bussers. Bar
Staff, Line & Prep Cooks. Dish
Machine Operators
Apply m Person
Monday - Friday 2-4pm
Chi-Chi's
4038 Tahnadge, or
1566 Reynolds Rd.
eoe.m/f

More and more PhD* across Ihe country are recommending Hewlett-I'ackard
financial and scientific calculators
to their students. And for some very
si n mg reasons.
"The HP 48SX Scientific Expandable
has powerful graphics tools that are
remarkably helpful to students learn
ing mathematical concepts. And with
the equation solver feature, it's excellent for applying mathematics to
engineering;'according to Dr. William
Rahmeyer, a professor of civil and
environmental engineering at Utah
State University.
"The HP Business Consultant II has an
equation solver and extensive math

funt'titms.These free the students from
computational tedium so they can
think and interact on a higher level!'
says Dr. Lee V. Stiff, a professor of math
education at North Carolina State
1 niversity.
So go check out the HP calculator line
at your college bookstore or HP retailer.
You'll agree, there's no faster relief from
the pain of tough problems.
HP calculators. The best for your

success,

m

HEWLETT
PACKARD

i

FORREST CREASON
GOLF COURSE
^ Student Fall Memberships
Available:
Price:
With:
How:

Starting Aug. 28

$45.00
1991 Fall Validation Sticker
Cash, Bursar, or Credit Card

Call For Tee Times EARLY! 372-2674

^-^

